Reauthoring Conversations

Re-authoring conversations (Epston & White, 1990) are a key feature in the practice of narrative therapy. Re-authoring conversations invite the client to help flush out some of the more neglected areas and events of their lives (often covered over by the problem story being told). These may include: achievements under duress, survival skills growing up, and qualities of themselves left out of their story such as generosity, ethical stances and kindness etc. These are very often stories that could not have been predicted through a telling of the dominant problem story being told. These untold stories can be sadly neglected in the telling of the problem story - by both client and the professionals involved with the client’s story.

Neglected events in the client’s life are viewed as exceptions or unique outcomes that are utilized as a beginning point for reauthoring conversations and the development of alternative story lines. Often these conversations evoke a longer standing curiosity and appreciation about the story the client is telling. The telling of these alternative and often preferred recollections of their lives and relationships, shapes newly formed stories that can be further broadened and enriched.

Narrative therapists ask questions as a way to expand on the alternative or subordinate story by trafficking in what Jerome Bruner (1990, 1991) called the landscape of action and the landscape of identity. Landscape of action questions center on events that happened in a person’s telling of their lives and links these events through time - forming a plot line. These questions are organized through events, circumstance, sequence, time and plot (Michael White personal conversation, 1991, Adelaide, Australia). Landscape of identity questions are (in part) those that are asked regarding what the client might conclude about the action, sequences and themes described in response to the landscape of action questions. Landscape of
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1 For an excellent resource on re-authoring conversations read Michael White’s text Re-Authoring Lives: Interviews and Essays (1995).
2 For a more in depth discussion on unique outcomes I recommend Epston’s,1988 Collected Papers and White’s 1988, Selected Papers published through Dulwich Centre Publications.
3 For a more in depth discussion on Bruner’s landscape of identity and landscape of identity questions please refer to Bruner (1990) and Epston and White (1990).
identity questions also bring forth relevant categories addressing cultural identities, intentional understandings, learnings and realizations.

Taken together the landscape of action and landscape of identity questions assist in re-authoring client lives and relationships by listening in to find the sparkling undergrowth and unique outcomes through the client’s understanding of events. Therapist’s take a full accounting of who was involved in the creation of the problem story, how the person came to know themselves in this problematic way, the life support systems of the problem, the possible losses involved in their lives and relationships in relation to the problem, the resistance they have noticed regarding their response to the loss and, what all these events mean to the person telling the story.⁴

During the first therapeutic conversation, the person coming to therapy usually becomes involved with the narrative therapist in two separate descriptions – 1) a problem saturated storyline and, 2) an alternative plot to the problem story (that lays side by side and is often preferred). In developing this scaffold of curiosity and questions, narrative therapists traffic in 1) landscapes of action questions (composing events, linked in sequence, through time, and according to the who what and where of the story) and, 2) landscape of identity questions (composing identity conclusions that are shaped by contemporary identity categories of culture – the person’s conclusions about the story). (Bruner, 1990).

People’s stories of life and of personal identity can be considered to compose landscapes of the mind (Michael White, personal conversation, Adelaide, Australia, 1992) which are constituted through landscapes of action and landscapes of identity. It is through narrative therapy questions that these alternative landscapes of the mind can be richly described and reauthored.

Reauthoring conversations act to re-invigorate a client’s sense and meaning of the story by highlighting the gaps and refined understandings of this information. This newly recollected information results in a change within the problem saturated story being told. Questions continue to unearth an archive of relevant and preferred local information about the client’s abilities, hopes, dreams and commitments. The conversation
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shifts from one of a bored and over told rendition of the story, towards a fresh and vibrant retelling - complete with stories of competencies, agency and knowledge.

Combining the different landscapes, narrative therapy acts to:
1) Question how the 'known' and remembered problem identity of a person has been influenced, manufactured and maintained over time.
2) Question what aspects of the social order have assisted in the ongoing maintenance of this remembered problem self.
3) Locate those cultural apparatuses keeping this remembered problem self restrained from remembering alternative accounts and experiences of lived experience.
4) Locate alternative sites of resistance through questioning how the person can begin to re-remember subordinate stories of identity living outside the cultural, professional and problem's version of them.
5) Influence how discursive space can afford room for possibilities of many different discursive practices to emerge, by resisting and standing up for the performance of this re-remembered and preferred self.
6) Explore who else in the person's life might be engaged to offer accounts of re-remembrance and provide the person safety within the membership of a community of concern (Madigan and Epston, 1996)

**Relative Influence Questions**
From the outset of our narrative therapy history, the therapeutic interview involved relational externalizing, unique outcomes, unique accounts, unique possibilities, unique redescription and unique circulation questions, as well as experience of experience, preference and historical questions. Everyday narrative therapy interviewing involves a process known as relative influence questioning which is comprised of two sets of questions - 1) one set maps the influence of the problem on the person and, 2) another set encourages persons to map their own (and others) influence in the life of the problem (White, 1988). Below is the frame
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5 As a sampling of how questions help in the reauthoring of people’s lives, Michael White (1988) writes that unique redescription questions assist in the revision of the persons relationship to themselves (eg. “in what way do you think these discoveries could affect your attitude towards yourself?”, with others “how might this discovery affect your relationship with . . .? and with problems “ in refusing to co-operate eih the proble in this way, are you supporting it or undermining it?” (pg. 7)
and structure of a narrative therapy interview (that continues to live on and practice around the world to this day).

1) MAPPING THE INFLUENCE OF THE PROBLEM IN THE PERSON/FAMILY'S LIFE AND RELATIONSHIPS.

• That is: How does the problem affect the person(s)?

• Mapping the problems influence on the person/relationship helps to mutually develop an understanding of the experience-near problem-saturated story.

• It is crucial for the therapist to take enough time to develop this line of inquiry – in order for persons to feel their experience is "known" and for them to "know it" in a way that offers them a different, more detailed perspective on the problem's effects on their lives and relationships. Often I will track and question the losses that have occurred in the person’s life while in relationship to the problem. For example, people in longstanding relationships with drugs, anorexia, anxiety etc will often report losses concerning relationships with friends, school, jobs, hobbies and family.

• A broad mapping at this stage of therapy opens multiple opportunities for exploring unique outcomes later. It also gives a rich sampling of people's language habits (Madigan, 2004) around the problem. Questions to ask may include:

  • How does worry feature in your work life? In your life beyond work? Your relationships?

  • When worry is having it's way with you, what happens to your dreams for the future?

  • Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way the worry is as you stated "wrecking my relationship" and leaving you no time for friends? Why are you dissatisfied?

2) MAPPING THE INFLUENCE OF THE PERSON/FAMILY IN THE LIFE OF THE PROBLEM

• Through mapping the influence of how people may be problem supporting, they begin to see themselves as authors, or at least co-author's of their own stories. They can then begin to move toward a greater sense of agency in their lives.

• A broad mapping at this stage opens multiple opportunities for exploring unique outcomes later. It also gives a rich sampling of people's language habits (Madigan, 2004) around the problem.

  - Are there ways in which you have unknowingly given worry the upper hand in your life? Have there been people or situations in your life that have helped you keep worry central to your life?

  **Unique outcome questions**

  • These questions invite people to notice actions and intentions that contradict the dominant problem story.
These can pre-date the session, occur within the session itself, or they might happen in the future.

- Given over-responsibility's encouragement of worry, have there been any times when you have been able to rebel against it and satisfy some other of your desires? Did this bring you despair or pleasure? Why?

- Have there been times when you have thought -- even for a moment -- that you might step out of worries prison? What did this landscape free of worry look like?

- I was wondering if you had to give worry the slip in order to come to the session here today? What do you think it may have been that helped support the hope in yourse that helped you sidestep worry?

- Can you imagine a time in the future that you might defy worry and give yourself a break?

Unique account questions

Conversations develop more fully following the identification of unique outcomes and begin to demonstrate how they can become features in a preferred alternative story.

- Unique account questions invite people to make sense of exceptions/alternatives to the dominant story of the problem being told (I always worry). These exceptions may not be registered as significant or interesting or different – however once uttered and uncovered they are held alongside the problem story as part of an emerging and coherent alternative narrative.

- Unique account questions/answers employ a grammar of agency.

- Unique account questions/answers locate any unique outcome in its historical frame and - any unique outcome is linked in some coherent way to a history of struggle/protest/resistance to oppression by the problem or an altered relationship with the problem.

- How were you able to get yourself to school and thereby defy worries prescriptions and the canceling out of possibilities?

- Given everything that worry has got going for it, how did you object against its pushing you around?

- How might you stand up to worry’s pressure to get you worried again, to refuse its requirements of you?

- Was it easier to be worry free for those moments when you were simply watching that movie unencumbered?

- Could your coming here today be considered a form of disobedience of worry?

Unique Re-description Questions

These questions invite people to develop meaning from the unique accounts they have identified as they re-
describe themselves, others, and their relationships.

- What does this tell you about yourself that you otherwise would not have known?

- By affording yourself some enjoyment, do you think in any way that you are becoming a more enjoyable person? Of all the people in your life who might confirm this newly developing picture of yourself as worrying less, who might have noticed this first? Who would support this new development in your life as a worry free person? Who would you most want to notice?

Unique Possibility Questions

These are viewed as next step questions. These questions invite people to speculate about the personal and relational futures that derive from their unique accounts and unique re-descriptions of themselves in relation to the problem.

- Where do you think you will go next now that you have embarked upon having a little fun and a little risk with life?

Is this a direction you see yourself taking in the days/ weeks/years to come? Do you think it is likely that this might revive your flagging relationship, restore your friendships, or renew your vitality? (this conversation can lead back to unique re-description questions).

Unique Circulation Questions

Circulation of the beginning preferred story involves the inclusion of others. Circulating the new story is important as it fastens down and continues the development of the alternative story.

- Is there anyone you would like to tell about this new direction you are taking?

- Who would you guess would be most pleased to learn about these latest developments in your life? Who do you think would be most excited to learn of these new developments? Would you be willing to put them in the picture?

Experience of Experience Questions

These questions invite people to be an audience to their own story, by seeing themselves, in their unique accounts, through the eyes of others.

- What do you think I am appreciating about you as I hear how you have been leaving worry behind and have taken up with a bit of fun and risk?

- What do you think this indicates to Hilda (her/his best woman friend) about the significance of the steps you have taken in your new direction?
Questions which Historicize Unique Outcomes

These questions represent any important type of experience of experience questions. Historical accounts of unique outcome allow for a new set of questions to be asked about the historical context. They serve to 1) develop the blossoming alternative story, 2) to establish the new story as having a memorable history, and 3) to increase the likelihood of the story being carried forward into the future. The responses to these produce histories of the alternative present (personal conversation, White 1993, Vancouver).

Of all the people who have known you over the years, who would be least surprised that you have been able to take this step?

• Of the people who knew you growing up, who would have been most likely to predict that you would find a way to get yourself free of worry?

What would X have seen you doing that would have encouraged him or her to predict that you would be able to take this step?

What qualities would X have credited you with that would have led him or her to not be surprised that you have been able to ....?6

Preference Questions

These questions are asked all throughout the interview. It is important to intersperse many of the above questions with preference questions so as to allow persons to evaluate their responses. This should influence the therapist's further questions and check against the therapist's preferences overtaking the clients' preferences.

• Is this your preference or not? Do you see it as a good or a bad thing for you? Do you consider this to your advantage and to the disadvantage of the problem or to the problem's advantage and to your disadvantage?

Consulting your consultants questions

These questions serve to shift the status of a person from "client" to "consultant". The insider knowledge the person has in relationship to their experience with the problem due to lived experience is viewed as unique and special knowledge. The insider knowledge is documented and can made be available to others struggling with similar issues (Madigan and Epston, 1995).

6 Once the therapist begins to get a grasp on the format and the conceptual frame for developing temporal questions (past, present or future), unique account questions, unique re-description questions etc. they become a bit more easy to develop and will eventually seem "ordinary" to the interviewer and the context.
• Given your expertise is the life-devouring ways of worry what have you learned about its practices that you might want to warn others about?

• As a veteran of worry and all that the experience has taught you, what counter-practices of fun and risk would you recommend to other people struggling with worry?

The structure of the narrative interview is built through questions that encourage people to fill in the gaps of the alternative story (untold through a repeating of the problem saturated story). The structure assists people to account for their lived experience, and exercise their imagination and the remembered stories meaning-making resources. This therapeutic process is often engaging of the person’s fascination and curiosity. As a result, the alternative story lines of people’s lives are thickened (Turner, 1986) and more deeply rooted in history – ie., the gaps are filled, and these story lines can be clearly named.